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Innovative, Cleaner Energy Solutions
People have been using coal for heating and
cooking for thousands of years. In the 1800s,
people began using it to heat their homes. About
the same time, trains and ships used coal for fuel
and factories used coal to make iron and steel.
Today we burn coal mainly to produce electricity.
Coal is a reliable, homegrown power source
with an attractively low cost when compared to
oil and the considerable upfront costs of nuclear development. Coal is plentiful and considered readily available whenever and wherever
needed.
While coal is cheap and gets the job done, it
does have some drawbacks. Many consider it
the dirtiest source of energy and harmful to the environment. The need to ‘clean up’ coal production and
extract maximum value from the use of this resource
is at the forefront of US policy making decisions.
What if - with a bit of creative thinking and innovation
- coal, America’s #1 most plentiful and accessible resource could be used in a responsible manner, provide

jobs and solve much of the energy and commodity
needs right here at home in the USA?
For most of the last decade a small team of folks who
have spent most of their lives in the coal industry have
a found a way to do exactly that.
This team has developed an innovative method of
taking an abundant natural resource and making it
productive and profitable as never
before. Turning coal into cleaner
energy, highly marketable byproducts used in the pharmaceutical and
the cosmetics industry... and more.
Coal is making a comeback and
providing a profitable opportunity
for investors who get in the
game early.

So how does it work?
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Let’s Talk About the 5 P’s
PRODUCTS Produced from Raw Coal
One ton of raw coal processed through a distillation unit yields the following commodities:
•

2.25 barrels of pharmacutical grade oil and CETASolve™

•

7.476 MCF (*1000 cubic feet) of CETA Syngas

•

900 lbs. COALlite™

1 Ton of Coal

OIL & CETASolve™
800lbs/40%

SynGas
300lbs/15%

COALlite™
900lbs/45%

CETASolve™: feedstock for other chemical products, drilling, tracking, secondary recovery, cleaning agents and
CO2 absorption.
SynGas: high in nitrogen and hydrogen for clean fuels and agricultural applications.
COALlite™: the product that is left after the liquids, oil and gases have been removed. Used in coal fired-power
plants, COALlite™ burns hotter and much cleaner than conventional coal.
Heavy Sweet Crude Oil: primarily used in pharmaceutical products, cosmetics, dyes, resins and other products.

THE BENEFITS...
•

A distilled coal product that is much cleaner and burns hotter and better than 'traditional'/raw coal
•

Higher energy efficiency/higher BTU content per ton

•

Reduced emissions meet EPA standards (including a significant mercury reduction)

•

Reduced fly ash when burned/increased marketable bottom ash
•

Bottom ash can be used for building materials such as cement and base materials for road construction

•

Can be used in traditional power plants as well as other industrial facilities (i.e. steel plants)

•

Competitive price point with attractive economic margin

•

Exhibits same properties as raw coal from a permitting standpoint
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Let’s Talk About the 5 P’s
PROCESS

Efficient Coal Processing Delivers Profitable Derivatives...
•

Raw coal is transported to a facility where it is crushed, screened and prepped before undergoing a patented
distillation process for separation and product development.

•

The coal is then moved to the distillation unit via elevator or conveyor.

•

Next the coal enters a pre-heated chamber where it's slowly agitated and moved through at a predetermined
speed and temperature.

•

As the coal heats up, a chemical reaction occurs in which a portion is separated out as gas and liquids. What's left
behind remains in the cleaner energy coal form of COALlite™

•

Gases exit the chamber through a specifically designed and configured condenser system where they are chilled
and turned into two liquid products...

CETASolve™

CETAOil™

CETA Syngas:

•

Water soluble chemicals

•

•

•

Contains a number of
extractable, and highly
marketable components
offering substantial
profitability when refined

Portion of gas that does not
condense into liquid

•

Many useful purposes
including the making of some
additional pharmaceuticals,
high-end agricultural
fertilizers, clean transportation
fuels, clean electricity
generation and more

•

Per carbon scan comparison is
similar to Crude Oil confirming
its marketability as crude oil.
Used for pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics, dyes, resins,
high-end firefighting fluids,
certain transportation fuels,
agriculture, etc.

Remaining coal exits the process through a patented cooler
(*approximately 960 lbs. of cleaner energy COALlite™ per 1 ton of
raw coal).
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Let’s Talk About the 5 P’s
PROCESS

Key Factors

Traditional Coking

CETA Distillation

Type of
Process

Batch Processing

Continuous
Processing

Type of
System

Closed Heating
Open Cooling

Closed Loop
System from
Start to Finish

• Continuous Process vs
Traditional Batch Coking

Plant
Emissions

Substantial
Emissions of
Volatile Organic
Compounds
Due to Open
Cooling

Essentially NO
emissions of Volatile
Organic Matter
Using Closed Loop
System

• Completely closed processing
system from start to finish.

Residence
Time

24 Hours

6 Hours

Product
Capture

Substantial loss of
Gases Due to Open
Cooling

Complete
Capture and Sale
of Liquid and Gas
Products

Ecomonics

Total Cost to Mine
and Coke
Metallurgical
Coal = $145

Total Cost to Mine
and Coke Metallurgical Coal/Lignite
Blend = $115
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... Through an Innovative PROCESS

Let’s Talk About the 5 P’s
PROFITABILITY
The above-mentioned liquid products are in high demand and
sell at a significant premium over conventional oil.
Removing some of the biggest risks of conventional and
horizontal drilling while enjoying the huge tax benefits from
this asset class has attracted significant investor attention.

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY

The equipment and processes have been under
development for more than a decade. More than 20
distillation units have been built and put into
operation. The process has a proven track record.
Both the technology and proprietary process have
been fully vetted and are now protected by domestic
and international patents.

Distillation Unit for Carbon-Based Feedstock Process System Patent#: 141602, 767

PEOPLE
This team led by the Founder and CEO who is a key player in the oil, gas and
coal space for more than 40 years and appointed to the National Coal Counsel
by our current administration in Washington DC, has developed a patented coal
distillation process that raises efficient coal processing to a new level. The
process provides significant benefits for US energy needs and yields highly
marketable byproducts.
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The Team
Lauren Schwinn - Managing Partner - RESTLESS INVESTMENTS
Lauren is managing partner at Restless
Investments, LLC. After investing
in a Self Storage Syndication, she
decided to become more actively
involved in both passive investing
and forming a Syndication to offer
diverse opportunities to friends,
family and other potential investors.

After years as a professional equestrian,
Lauren studied Art in NYC and is an
award-winning graphic designer. She
has worked in the creative and advertising industry for many years. As a
seasoned Marketing Director she is
passionate about brand development
and digital communication.

Thomas Schwinn - Partner - RESTLESS INVESTMENTS
Tom Schwinn is a partner at Restless Investments,
LLC that works with passive investors to
reach their financial goals. Tom believes
that each investor has their own
unique circumstances and what may
work for one may not work for others. While spending many “restless”
nights about his financial future he
decided to educate himself and make
changes to his life. Involvement with the
investment community has changed his life. He
wants to share his success and help you achieve your
investment goals.

After a decade long career in restaurant management, Tom went back to school and earned
a degree in electrical engineering. He
put that degree to work for General
Dynamics building nuclear submarines for the US Navy. He then
took his technical and management
skills to TE Connectivity where he
built valued customer relationships
and had great success in sales management within the subsea industry. Tom holds a
BS in Electrical Engineering from the University of
Massachusetts/Dartmouth.

To Learn More About This Exclusive Asset Class Contact the Restless Investments Team at:
lauren@restlessinvestments.com

https://www.restlessinvestments.com/
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The Team - Contunued
Dave Zook
Founder and CEO - THE REAL ASSET INVESTOR, Lancaster, PA
Dave is a successful Business owner, Syndicator
and an Investment and Tax Strategist

Energy Carbon distillation units which produce
pharmaceutical grade oil and liquids.

He has acquired more than $200M of
Real Estate since 2010 which include
several thousand Multi-family apartment
units, multiple large institutional grade
Self-storage facilities and Cleaner

His team is also one of the top 5 ATM
operators in the country.
Dave and his wife Susan along with their
4 children live in Lancaster PA.
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Roy W. Hill
CEO & President - CETA, Inc.
For more than 40 years, Roy has been a key player in the
shale oil industry as an attorney, corporate advisor and
business owner and has played a key role in the development of one of the largest onshore oil and gas programs
in Texas including coal program development. He specializes in advising and organizing all phases of transactions,
leasing, drilling and mining programs, start-up companies,
working with government officials and actual project
construction for major energy companies. His wealth of
experience includes several business degrees, solid expertise in all aspects of field and mineral, fossil fuel and
natural resource development and project management
with proven skillfulness in negotiation with government
officials and private and public corporate liaison.

See Full Bio Here
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